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6 New Holographic Shades: From different
angles, light bounces off lips for a multi-tonal
colour effect. A new holographic shine, vibrant
and dazzling. 

BECAUSE YOU’RE WORTH IT.

New

Smooth moisturising 
non-sticky texture

Lip-plumping effect with
changing colour tones.

Laetitia Casta wears Glam Shine No 38 Gold Holographic

MOISTURISING LIQUID LIPSTICK

VIBRANT 3D HOLOGRAPHIC SHINE
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n the last night of the recently concluded fall 
2004 fashion shows, I was walking down Eighth Av-
enue by Penn Station on my way to the last fashion 
show on my schedule (the Circle by Mara Hoffman 
at Show) when I happened to look up at the Empire 
State Building. There was a slight chill in the air, and 
the building was shrouded in a misty fog with parts 

of the infrastructure peeping out in small patches of clear sky. At that 
moment, I knew it: this was exactly my feeling regarding the entire 
week’s experience at Bryant Park.
 In all my years attending the twice-a-year market weeks in New York 
City, I have never felt so much ambivalence as I did throughout that 
week. There was a general feeling of being unsettled, of waiting for the 
other shoe to fall. Unlike the spring shows in September, the percent-
age of collections that failed to live up to expectations and those that 
were downright failures were more numerous than the collections that 
blew us away with brilliant designs and expert execution. At the end of 
the day, only Ralph Rucci made the grade in elevating his craft to an 
all-time new high. 
 The first major change was the announcement that Mercedes-Benz 
would no longer be the name sponsor for the shows. Instead, it was 
announced that Olympus usa had taken over as the primary lead 
sponsor for the next two years. On its face, this was a good thing. 

Mercedes-Benz essentially parked two cars by the entrance of the 
tents and then faded into the shadows, never to be seen or heard from 
until their representatives return to pick up their merchandise after the 
shows are over. 
 Last September, when Olympus usa signed on to become a sec-
ondary sponsor, they astutely assumed a shadow government role, 
in a matter of speaking. Their representatives spent that time wisely, 
intermingling with attendees and soliciting advice from everyone on 
how to make the fashion week experience a better one. They listened 
very carefully and took copious notes. 
 With their assuming a more active role this time around, the differ-
ence between the two lead sponsors was felt immediately. All the 
600 registered fashion week photographers were treated to a private, 
getting-to-know-you luncheon hosted by bigwigs from company head-
quarters. The photographers found many pleasant surprises: a new 
on-site camera repair service centre, numerous iMac computer stations 
to download their images, the opportunity to borrow loaner cameras, 
access to a battery recharging service, free replacement picture cards 
for their digital cameras, and free cd-rom discs on which to burn their 
images. Last but certainly not least, once the tents themselves were 
open to guests, they got a beautifully decorated lounge to call their 
own where they were waited on hand and foot. Olympus served the 
often-ignored foot-soldiers in the fashion wars breakfast, lunch, fresh 

Malice in Wonderland:
(a.k.a. an insider’s guide to
New York Fashion Week)
This is the best article to kick o\ this issue. We’ve 
been at New York Fashion Week for five years, 
Phillip D. Johnson is our best writer back east, and 
we haven’t ever published this detailed a look at the 
Bryant Park shows from someone who knows. If 
you thought the New York shows were about snide 
remarks, sticking pins in Lizzie Grubman’s eyes 
(right) as a weird voodoo rite and sharper claws than 
Carson Kressley’s, then you’re absolutely correct 
photographed by the author
Gerren Taylor photographed by Richard Spiegel
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Phillip D. Johnson is features’ editor of Lucire. 
Richard Spiegel is New York editor of Lucire.
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left: A vicious fashionista’s 
final verdict on Lizzie Grubman. 
clockwise from top: Fern Mallis, 
7th on Sixth, at the ribbon-cutting 
ceremony. Designer Kenneth Cole 
and Queer Eye for the Straight Guy’s 
interiors’ expert, Thom Filicia. Street 
façade of the Olympus Fashion Week 
tents. Mayor Michael Bloomberg 
at the opening. Designer Raika D, 
backstage before her show. Lucire’s 
Ann Fryer at the Insider Network. 
Queer Eye’s Carson Kressley. The 
blokes at Citadel Security. The Lobby 
Command Center at Bryant Park. The 
Bryant Park lobby mannequins, as 
conceived by Thom Filicia.
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coffee and cold drinks throughout the day, and refreshments during 
the dinner hour. They have never had it so good. 
 Even more importantly, having committed themselves to spending 
an obscene amount of money for the next two-and-a-half years, com-
pany representatives—from senior vice presidents to lowly camera repair 
techs—made it a point of being highly visible, extremely pleasant and very 
accessible to everyone. With Olympus at the helm, one got the feeling 
that snobs need not apply. This change of attitude was a most welcomed 
factor in making the week a somewhat pleasurable experience for many 
people. Given the vast encyclopedia of neuroses that plague New York 
City’s tightly wound fashionistas, it’s a safe bet that many attendees didn’t 
need to go to their scheduled weekly therapist appointments in order to 
feel loved and validated. They got it free from Olympus. 
 The week opened with a ribbon-cutting ceremony hosted by 7th on 
Sixth Executive Director, Fern Mallis, with opening remarks by New York 
City Mayor, Michael Bloomberg, who emphasized the fact that the fashion 
industry in New York City is one of the cornerstones of the city’s economic 
foundation. It represents ‘$35 billion in economic activity and 155,000 
jobs or five percent of the city’s private employment,’ said the mayor. ‘You 
are going to see some wonderful clothes modelled by the most beautiful 
people, but these are the ones I want you to look at: the audience. New 
Yorkers are some of the best looking people in the world.’
 Other special guests included Kenneth Cole (who didn’t do Ms Mallis 
any favours by setting out multiple trays of Krispy Kreme donuts for the 
guests, potentially creating a potentially tense situation with the official 

“food” sponsor, Dunkin’ Donuts), Bravo’s Queer Eye for the Straight Guy’s 
Thom Filicia (who was charged with decorating the joint) and a plethora of 
Olympus usa corporate executives, led by Martin Lee, Senior Vice-presi-
dent in Charge of Marketing. 
 Mr Filicia, the “interior design guy” on Queer Eye, was put in charge of 
making over the inside of the tents and the final results had what I would 
call an “early black hole on the moon” effect. The interiors were mostly 
black, with intermittent spots of lighting breaking up the cave-like density 
of the dark. Eric Wilson of WWD described it best as a ‘sepulchral pallor 

… dark enough to develop film [in] if it weren’t for the fact that everybody 
shoots digital nowadays.’ The Josephine Shaw Lowell fountain, long a fo-
cal point of the tents’ lobby area, was turned into a painfully hip Japanese 
garden filled with sparsely placed sculptured topiary. Scattered among 
this bare-bones “garden” were 12 naked white mannequins modelling the 

latest consumer brand Olympus cameras around their necks, over their 
shoulders, balanced in clear Lucite boxes, well, you get the picture. 
 Mr Filicia remarked, ‘I brought in the [nude] mannequins to give the idea 
that they were putting everything else behind them, because all they want 
to wear is their Olympus cameras.’ Well, that certainly explained it. 
 What was equally frightening was the increased number of near trip-
and-fall accidents that occurred during the week from the lack of proper 
lighting. These accidents occurred mainly with female guests tripping on 
the stairs that lead to the various venues. Being achingly trendy is one 
thing, but 7th on Sixth should ponder the following: do they have enough 
money to pay for the added insurance they are going to need if the same 
level of darkness is visited upon the lobby in September?

I am a celebrity, get me to my front-row seat!
The celebrity quotient wasn’t of the same calibre and intensity as in 
past fashion weeks, with a few exceptions. As the ambassador for the 
Heart Truth, a national awareness campaign to educate women on the 
dangers of heart disease sponsored by the National Heart, Lung and Blood 
Institute, First Lady Laura Bush paid a visit to the tents to plug the cause. 
For fear of showing favouritism, she didn’t attend any one particular fashion 
show, but she did make a pit stop at the Oscar de la Renta backstage 
for a private viewing of the collection. The Today show’s Katie Couric also 

made an appearance in the lobby of the Bryant Park tents to talk about the 
importance of being aware of the dangers of colon cancer, the disease 
that killed her late husband. After the press conference, Ms Couric was 
then taken on an escorted tour of the tents by Fern Mallis and executives 
from Olympus usa. 
 Other A-list, B-list, Z-list and no-list celebrities who graced us with their 
presence include Rapper Ja Rule, actor Ray Liotta, and The Sopranos’ 
Jamie-Lynn Sigler at Luca Luca, singer Mya at bcbg Max Azria and Sass 
& Bide, Queer Eye’s fashion guy, Carson Kressley at Ron Chereskin, and 
the newly trimmed-down Anna Nicole Smith at Betsey Johnson. Hélèna 
Christensen, Maggie Gyllenhaal and Daryl Hannah put up with the usual 
tardiness at Marc Jacobs, and Zang Toi had singer Patti La Belle and a 
scary-looking Farrah Fawcett in his front row. Sarah Jessica Parker, Kris-
tin Davis, Diane Sawyer, Clare Danes, and Jerry and Jessica Seinfeld all 
stopped by to show their support for Narciso Rodriguez. Jade Jagger was 
front and centre at Michael Kors, Katie Couric was the special guest of the 
Proenza Schouler boys and Saturday Night Live’s Jimmy Fallon came solo 
to the John Varvatos show. 
 And then there were the no-list celebrities: rejects from The Bachelor 
and The Bachelorette (abc), Average Joe (Fox), Survivor (cbs) and other 

“reality”-based television shows who don’t realize that they are now using 
someone else’s 15 minutes of fame. Where was Donald Trump to “fire” 
them off the planet when you needed him? 

The young and the restless
Every fashion week, one model breaks out of the pack and captures 
all the spotlight and editorial glory. The New York fall 2004 shows’ new “it” 
girl was 13-year-old model, Gerren Taylor. This stunning 5’11”, dark-haired 
beauty from Santa Monica, Calif. has a walk, figure and gracefulness that 
contradict her true age, thus making her the break-out discovery of the 
week. At times, it seemed that she was in almost every show of the week. 
She walked for Tracy Reese, Peter Som, Twinkle by Wenlan, Catherine 
Malandrino, Atil Kutoglu, Gustavo Arango, Generra and Hong Kong Luxe, 
and so many others I wonder if she got any sleep at all that week. 
 In conversation, she is the sweetest thing ever, with not one ounce 
of diva attitude. With the industry getting ready to anoint a new batch of 

“superstar” models, she’s already being talked about as the top girl to watch 
from the current crop of future stars. In terms of visibility, she has had a very 

busy spring campaign season leading up to the shows. 
She shot the Marc by Marc Jacobs spring 2004 print 
campaign with Juergen Teller, a photo editorial essay with 
Bruce Weber for W magazine, the spring 2004 Tommy 
Hilfiger Jeans campaign, Teen Vogue with photographers 
Carter Smith and Thomas Schenk, and a Gap tv ad with 
Peter Lindbergh. All these accomplishments and she is 

only in her second season as a player in the big leagues. 
 In the modelling world, Gerren is a child prodigy, and she does have a 
wide of people around her, protecting her from all that is bad in the industry. 
‘She came in [bubbly] and fresh and she could walk like a supermodel,’ 
fashion designer Lotta Stennson told Utne.com. Richard Tyler designer 
Kevin Hays is in awe of her beauty: ‘When putting Gerren into her looks, 
we make sure to [protect] her innocence while taking advantage of her 
prowess on the runway.’ Well, that is to be expected. She still plays with 
her Barbie dolls at home. 
 However, there are still designers that refuse to book her for their shows. 
Many other people also feel that while there’s nothing wrong with nurturing 
her ambitions and aspirations to be the next Tyra Banks, Naomi Campbell 
or Christy Turlington, one should never forget that it’s the role of the adults 
in her life to tell her ‘No,’ when it is warranted.  Her mother, Michelle Taylor, 
certainly takes this role very seriously and concedes that she’s trying to 
‘maintain her childhood, because there are so many young stars [who] are 
messed up because they never had one.’
 For now, Gerren is only allowed to model in her native California, with 
occasional trips to New York for specific modelling jobs. Ms Taylor won’t 
allow her daughter to move to New York City on her own, but said, ‘When 
she’s 14, if she still wants to go, she can try it.’ Or maybe not. She has the 
skills, the beauty and the innate talent to go the distance but only time will 
tell if she gets there safely. I predict that she will. 

FASHION THE CIRCUIT
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Then there were the no-list celebrities: rejects from 
The Bachelor and The Bachelorette, Average Joe 
and Survivor who don’t realize that they are now 

using someone else’s 15 minutes of fame
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top right: Gerren Taylor, Olympus 
New York Fashion Week’s “it girl”. 
right: Fur strikes back: where’s PETA 
this season? below right: Maggie 
Baker (left) and Cheryl Gorski (second 
from right) with Pierrot designer Pierre 
Carrilero and friend. 

left: Song Airlines’ “wing 
man”. far left: Song Airlines’ 
uniforms, designed by Kate and 
Jack Spade. above left: Song 
airline seats in ‘the Hangar’ press 
lounge. above: The David Barton 
boys. above right and right: 
The Olympus Wall of Fame. MAC 
cosmetics’ booth. The Johnson & 
Johnson vendor alcove.
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A message from our sponsors
Fashion Week is nothing if the corporate sponsors aren’t there to foot the 
bill. You really don’t expect me to actually buy my own lattes during Fashion 
Week, do you? (Just joking.) This season’s roster of five-star corporate 
sponsors also included returnees Redken Fifth Avenue, Silhouette Eyewear, 
North Fork Bank, W Hotels, Evian, Delta’s Song Airlines, and newcomers 
Bluefish Concierge, Johnson & Johnson and mac Cosmetics. Vogue, the 
official media sponsor, once again offered the general public an insider’s 
look at the collections by erecting a giant, jumbo screen at New York’s 
Grand Central Station and on an outdoor jumbo screen on Los Angeles’ 
famed Sunset Strip. If you happened to be anywhere near these locations 
on February 5–13, you were treated to an immediate simulcast of each 
fashion show as it was happening at the tents at Bryant Park. 
 Bluefish Concierge, a company that offers the highest level of assistance 
in travel, transportation and entertainment-related services to corporate 
executives, celebrities, professional athletes, and other equally discerning 
individuals, was the host sponsor for the information desk. They, likewise, 
provided ground transportation, restaurant reservations, and spa and salon 
appointments to guests at the shows. 
 The place to be all week was the Hangar, the official press lounge at the 
tents. Song, the official airline of Olympus Fashion Week, is the low-cost 
airline service from Delta Airlines; and they did everything short of install-
ing a United Technologies airplane engine in the space in an effort to give 
us the full Song Airlines’ experience. The space was decked out (and I do 
mean decked out) with actual all-leather airplane seats with personal video 
monitors at each seat, miniature airplanes on the wall, comfy couches and 
hot looking “wing men” to ogle. 
 The Hangar also had flat-screen computers from which to check email, 
write and file your stories and generally keep up with the rest of the world, 
who’s not as fashion-crazy as we are. They gave out Dylan’s candy bars, 
part of the wide selection of premium branded foods available on-board for 
purchase, and every day at 4 p.m., they set up a bar that dispensed a never-
ending supply of ‘Song Sky High Martini’ (featuring Finlandia Vodka) and 
‘Song Twisted Madres’, a highly addictive concoction featuring a Southern 
Twist shaken with cranapple and orange. The two most beautiful words 
in the English language are ‘open bar’ and a great many of us were active 
participants in living up to these words.
 David Barton of David Barton Gyms and his posse of impossibly beautiful 
musclemen held an energetic demonstration of the exclusive Song’s In-
Flight Fitness (iff) programme designed to provide passengers with easy-
to-follow instructions and specially-developed equipment for completing 
a tension-relieving, fat-burning workout while en route to their destination. 
And all this can be accomplished without disturbing the person in the seat 
next to you. Kate and Jack Spade provided a sneak preview of the much 
talked about flight attendants’ (and customer service agents’) uniforms 
they have designed for Song, but not for a song. Both the male and female 
uniforms consist of clothing, luggage, shoes, and sunglasses, and harken 
to, Ms Spade says, ‘a look back to the glamour days of air travel, a time 
when both the flight staff and travellers often showed up on the tarmac 
with incredible style.’

The parties
Fashion Week is not just about brain over-saturation with the continuous 
movie reel of models wearing the latest designs. Fashion Week is also 
about the parties and decompressing from a long day with a drink in one 
hand, a plate of nibbly things in the other, and hopefully someone with 
which to exchange vital information and bitchy, snide remarks—which, in 
this industry, is often one and the same. 
 The parties of the week were the opening of the mega-Louis Vuitton 
flagship store and the Viva Glam V party at the Ace Gallery. Everyone 
wanted to get in but only the chosen few made the cut. Although we 
faxed everyone before Fashion Week to get our names on all the lists, we 
heard that both these parties were fabulously fun events (the tents behind 
Lincoln Center! The Eiffel Tower made of lv luggage! The hot air balloons! 
The room of blue-blood celebrities!). Let me repeat that, I heard. When 
the Lucire team arrived at these events, we were unceremonious given 
the bum’s rush and bounced from one person to the other like a tennis 
ball in play at the us Open—all in an effort to ascertain on whose list our 
names would be on. It’s amazing that it took two outside public relations 
companies, in addition to the in-house Louis Vuitton press office team, to 

organize this affair. It didn’t help that their general attitude could use some 
work. By the middle of the week when we got to the Viva Glam V party 
(Linda! Chloë! Missy, Boy George! Christina! Over here!), we weren’t the 
least bit surprised by anything that happened. The only difference there 
was that the girls manning the guest entrance at the Ace Gallery were 
more respectful of people’s feelings and thus displayed remarkable tact in 
rejecting the “unwashed” from cluttering up the entrance to their shindig. 
 No matter. The other events we attended and gained admissions into 
served to heal our wounded feelings. The Furla store opening was crowded 
but I got to meet and talk to Tamara Tunie, one of my favourite television 
actresses. She stars on cbs’s As the World Turns and has a recurring role 
as the medical examiner on nbc’s Law & Order: Special Victims Unit.  She’s 
a truly lovely person, inside and out. The Love Affair with Shoes exhibition 
and reception at the Salvatore Ferragamo store was an equally fun event. 
Another highlight of the week was meeting Alice Temperley at the Henri 
Bendel party to launch her new in-store boutique. She’s a gracious young 
lady and we wish all the success in the world in this venture. Karolina 
Kurkova lit up the room in her gold metallic dress at the Paco Rabanne 
Golden Age party.
 The absurd secrecy behind the Olympus Fashion Week party at Spice 
Market (in the Meat-packing District) was initially quite annoying until I 
(duh) realized that it was a surmountable obstacle. Luckily for me, it pays 
to have influential friends in low places who know where all the bodies are 
buried and who exactly put them there. (It reminded me of another fashion 
week when 7th on Sixth held the obligatory press party at the Museum 
of Modern Art and conveniently rescinded the invitations of most of the 
fashion press. It was a move so lame, it lives on in infamy in the minds of 
the people that are old-timers at Bryant Park.) However, once we got in 
the Spice Market, we quickly moved beyond the initial nonsense and get 
on with the business of having a good time. 
 And let’s not forget the ultimate party: the hospitality suite on the 18th 
floor of the Bryant Park Hotel organized by Lyndon Campbell of Insider 
Network. Sponsored by Smirnoff Vodka, Target Stores, Fresh Cosmetics, 
and Olympus usa, the party started at 2 p.m. every day and went all night 
and we didn’t have to deal with one single pr flack with a clipboard or a 
burly security guard barking at us ‘to clear the sidewalk’. At least here, we 
had a little piece of paradise all to ourselves.

Moments that make you go, ‘Hmmm’
Finally, throughout the week, there were incidents and curious situations 
that baffled the mind and cause one to question the insanity of it all. First off, 
W Hotel sponsored a lounge area for pampering and luxurious relaxation 
for the guests attending the shows, except it seemed that you needed to 
know the super-duper, skull-and-bones club, members-only handshake in 
order to get in. There were no visible entrances anywhere around near the 
common areas of the tents, and you got the fish eye when you broached 
the subject with people in the know.
 One of the special features during the week was watching the Olympus 
Wall of Fame going up. This wall comprised of photographs (candid and 
otherwise) memorializing the events of the week as it happened, and 
included photos of celebrities, runway shots, and scenes from events 
under the big top. A photo of Lizzie Grubman, infamous for her driving 
skills, was posted on the wall at the beginning of the week. It wasn’t up 
for too long before someone vandalized the photo by pushing pins into the 
eyes. Now, we all know that she didn’t make any friends and influenced 
others when she drove her suv into the crowd at Conscious Pt, but was 
that necessary? Class, can you say, ‘Passive-aggressive tendencies?’ The 
vandalized photo stayed up for an additional four hours or so before it was 
taken down. As far as we know, they never found out who did it. 
 And there is the Case of the Missing Cameras. Although the parties 
involved can’t agree on a number (was it forty cameras or six?), what is 
known is that on or about Wednesday or Thursday, a case of Olympus 
cameras went missing from the area of the information desk. Accusations 
flew between the “combatants”, the police was called in, and a thorough 
investigation was conducted. It is said that these cameras were to be 
distributed to guests at the shows, and as far as we can tell, no one got 
any and the incident is still under super-secret investigation. (Let’s just say 
that it’s the New York fashion industry’s version of the 9-11 Commission.) 
One gets the feeling that the results will remain a state secret for a long 
time to come. • P
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W Hotel sponsored a lounge area for 
pampering, except it seemed that you 
needed to know the super-duper, skull-
and-bones club, members-only handshake 
in order to get in. There were no visible 
entrances anywhere and you got the fish 
eye when you broached the subject

clockwise from far left: The 
WWD girls. Target Stores’ guerrilla 
marketing stunt. More of the 
David Barton boys. Designer Alice 
Temperley. Karolina Kurkova at the 
Paco Rabanne Golden Age party. 
Designer Jeremy Scott and friend at 
the Paco Rabanne party. Designer 
Alvin Valley and friend. Other 
guests at the Paco Rabanne party. 
The Council of Fashion Designers 
of America’s Stan Herman at the 
Cynthia Rowley fall 2004 show. 
The CFDA’s Peter Arnold at Cynthia 
Rowley.
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hile designers on a whole aren’t known for 
marching lock step to the same beat, for the fall 
2004 at the Bryant Park in Manhattan, almost 
everyone seemed to have arrived at the same 
design conclusions, as if by osmosis. Fur was 
back and bigger than ever before—and peta 
was nowhere in sight. And it wasn’t the occa-

sional knee-length coat or waist-length jacket. Most designers indulged 
their pent-up fantasies and let loose on the runway all manner of fur 
coats, hats, gloves, jackets, shrugs, and accessories. 
 Some designers, like James Coviello, used fur more as an added 
fun accessory (see the mountain men flap-eared hats on his models) 
to surprising effect. While you still scratched your head in wonder as to 
what role it played in defining his vision, one can’t deny the effect it had 
on getting him noticed. I also very much liked his fur shrug jacket. 
 Some designers actually surprised us with clever mixes of fur with 
leather, luxury fabrics and other animal skins, creating designs that 
showed a great deal of creativity and willingness to stretch the bounda-
ries. Witness Oscar de la Renta’s red beaded–brocade coat with fur 
trimming—winter has never been so lovely. 
 After the first day, and everyone saw where the wind was blowing, all 
the women went home and came back the next day sporting their finest 
fur, mink, sable, fox, broadtail and lynx jackets and coats with pride. And 

heaven help the person who gave them any lip 
about being insensitive to animals! 
 Michael Kors went to the Wild West, and 
came back with creamy brown fur cape swing 
jackets and coats. Jackie Rogers got her inspi-
ration from Czarist Russia and accessorized her 
models with beautiful slanted black fur hats and 
long fur gloves. It’s a fur world after all. 
 The coat and jacket story for fall was all over the 
place but several pieces stood out above the rest. 
John Varvatos’ entrée into women’s wear saw 
him magically re-creating a sleek, new statuesque 
look for women, particularly with his long camel 
coat and other outerwear pieces. Kenneth 
Cole has finally settled into his skin in terms of 
his design æsthetic and sent out a lot of fabulous 
jackets and mid-length coats. 
 And you wouldn’t have known it was the fall 
collections for the wide, wide range of colours 
that populated the runways in New York. From Tocca’s girlishly pretty 
pieces and Ron Chereskin’s bright primary colours to Carmen 
Marc Valvo’s rainbow coalition of evening dresses, no colour was off 
limits to the fervent imagination of this group.   

New York grows up

Phillip D. Johnson is features’ editor of Lucire. Richard Spiegel is New York editor of Lucire. Cheryl Gorski regularly photographs for Lucire.

W
New York fashion has grown up for fall, which also marks the 
return of fur. Make-up has gone natural. Phillip D. Johnson picks 
out the season’s trends 
runway photographed by Cheryl Gorski and Richard Spiegel
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clockwise, from above: Fur scarf 
from Behnaz Sarafpour. Chado Ralph 
Rucci. Beaded fur trim coat from Oscar de 
la Renta. Vintage at Nanette Lepore. Ron 
Chereskin’s ’50s sexy secretary look. Zac 
Posen validates the journalists who hyped 
him. Pleasant surprises at Tracy Reese. 
More glam at Peter Som. Fur hats at James 
Coviello. Fur coat at Anna Sui.
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 Another prevailing trend was the abandonment of in-your-face 
sexuality and the lemming-like embrace of the ’50s’ Far from Heaven 
sensuality. It was a real return to covering up the woman’s assets, leav-
ing something to the man’s imagination and a continuation of a train of 
thought that manifested itself at the spring 2004 shows. At Perry Ellis, 
Patrick Robinson showed stylized “poodle” skirts (remember Laverne & 
Shirley on abc?) and pencil skirts with crisp, buttoned-up blouses and 
granny fur stoles, jackets and hand muffles. It was retro and modern at 
the same time. Can you dig it? 
 Did I mention that pencil skirts are going to be bigger than ever? You 
are duly warned. The wide selection of sexy Capri and pencil pants are 
sure the raise the temperature of the male population come September. 
Maurice Malone’s return to the Bryant Park tents and second time 
out of the gate with a fully realized women’s line was beautifully done, 
especially the easy fit cigarette he showed with fitted jackets and crisp 
white shirts. Paired with any one of the vast number of tops that were 
shown throughout the week, these pants are hot, hot, hot! Narciso Ro-
driguez’s fitted cream A-line coat dress was the height of ’50s influence 
mixed with modern sophistication.
 The light and airy pretty-pretty designs that dominated the runways 
for spring was banished, for the most part, to make room for a serene, 
grown-up, sexy, sleek and feminine, glamorous look for fall. The God-
dess exhibition at the Met may be gone but there were plenty of god-
desses on the runways at Bryant Park in February. The usual suspects—
Luca Luca, Michael Kors, Oscar de la Renta—all showed some 
very beautiful evening gowns, but the big surprise of the week was 
Tracy Reese, whose slinky evening gowns in rich jewel tones gave me 
goose bumps. Zac Posen’s finalé piece for his fall collection won raves 
across the board not only because it was so astonishingly alluring, but 

also for the fact that with this collection, he seemed to be finally deliver-
ing all the promise that bubbled up and gave the magazine editors such 

On the web 
Read Phillip D. Johnson’s 
designer-by-designer 
reviews at www.lucire.
com/2003/fall2004/ over 
the next season

clockwise from above: Metallic looks at Oscar 
de la Renta. Reem Acra. The 1950s–1960s look at 
Perry Ellis. A more natural make-up look for fall, as 
witnessed backstage. Colours galore: Jill Stuart. 
Ron Chereskin. Custo Barcelona T-shirt. B Michael. 
Continuing fall’s natural look. Halston Couture by 
Bradley Bayou.

hope.
 Designers added touches of heavy metal to 
their arsenal, with evening dresses made of gold, 
silver, bronze and platinum fabrics. Bradley 
Bayou at Halston won the prize for the most 
sinfully beautiful metallic design with his $17,000 
sterling silver sequin gown. Oy vey, it’s the cost 
of a down-payment on a luxury car. Marc Bouwer, Oscar de la 
Renta and Tracy Reese also diligently mined this field and came up 
winners.
 The major hair trend—as evidenced by my travels backstage during 
the week—was centred on clean, grown-up hair, which was often pulled 
back from the face and set in a bun, chignon or a ponytail. Another hair 
trend from the hair experts backstage was the ’70s’ Farrah Fawcett 
layered shag (pouffed up within an inch of its life but more Long Island 
Big Hair than Texas Big Hair), a look that was seen, for example, on Luca 
Orlandi’s (Luca Luca) runway.
 Make-up was relatively clean and simple, as if to correspond with the 
cleaned-up style of the hair. Here, it was the nude face, the barely there, 
no-make-up palette—with the make-up artists choosing to highlight one 
particular area of the face (dark smoky eyes, deep red full lips, height-
ened cheekbones, dangerously arched eyebrows)—that define the 
overall beauty trend for fall. Gone were the scary kabuki masks that were 
so prominent at the spring shows. All this, of course, went very well with 
the grown-up designs that came down the catwalk. Again, this was 
reflected in the audience, what with the fashion crowd always being six 
steps ahead of the emerging trends and themselves. •
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arcelona Fashion Week gets larger each year. This 
year, it took place at three locations, with the catwalk 
shows at Pasarela Gaudí. Salon Gaudí housed the exhibi-
tions, while several fashion events took place at Modafat. 
 Spain has, since the mid-1980s, re-established itself 
with a strong national brand. A cultural renaissance has 
emerged—an active royal family, the films of Almodovar, 

the Barcelona Olympics, even the current Seat cars—all of which pro-
vide a social context for Spanish designers. 
 The fashion was vibrant and colourful, and one might wonder wheth-
er the designers were creating for autumn–winter, a season generally 
associated with blacks and browns. Most Barcelona designers threw 
out the rule book and decided to innovate instead.

Antonio Miró We did say most. Antonio Miró stuck with black to 
unite high-tech and classic fabrics, such as wools complementing elas-
ticized plastic. 

Tcn Totón Comella introduced her collection to the press with a letter 
to Grace, Nicole Kidman’s character in Dogville. It is a retro collection, 
helped by the props on the stage recalling the movie’s 1930s Rockies’ 
setting. Kidman was not the only Hollywood connection. Mónica Cruz, 
sister of Penélope and a member of the upa dance group, was among 
those on the catwalk.

Agatha Ruiz de la Prada Agatha Ruiz de la Prada’s menswear col-
lection was inspired by contemporary and pop art, and artists such as 
the Russian–American Mark Rothko. Ruiz de la Prada mixed 1930s and 
1940s images with modern ones, and showed one of the most vibrantly 

coloured menswear lines. Multi-coloured checks appeared on jackets 
and trousers, while a startling green velveteen suit recalled one of the 
“in” colours for spring in New York.

Josep Font Sticking to black as a base colour, Font off-set the gar-
ments with dashes of reds, tobacco browns and greens.
 The clothes feature contrasting materials, as seems to be prevalent 
this season: coats with felt stitching over silk crêpe dresses, and artificial 
leather against devoré silk.

David Valls David Valls told audiences that baroque minimalism was 
the effect of his autumn–winter 2004–5 collection, but that the Japan-
ese philosophy of wabi sabi lay as the basic inspiration.
 But Valls was just getting started. Deconstruction and contrasting 
pockets appeared regularly; and one of our favourites, a sand-coloured 
knitted wrap with yellow crescent moon details took the concept further.

Ailanto Clones and cubism might not be immediately related, but 
Ailanto managed to combine them. There is a link: the idea of cloning 
conjures up images of a perfectly geometric helix, which was hinted at 
in some of the designers’ offerings for autumn–winter 2004. Meanwhile, 
cubism also borrows from geometry. Rather than the asymmetry of 
Valls, Ailanto went with symmetry: perfectly placed double white but-
tons on a pink coat, a brown-and-white striped dress, and tops, leg-
gings and pants that repeated these contrasting colours.

Lydia Delgado Delgado gave us gothic influences for evening, but 
principally with the use of black. Embroidered tulle rosettes, lace, organ-
dy and silks, and the introduction of cherry, emerald and violet shades, 

Avant-garde 
and loving it

Barcelona’s designers show why their city is the cultural capital of 
Spain with adventurous design, reports Jack Yan 

photographed by Joma García i Gisbert

B

clockwise from top left: TCN’s Dogville-inspired 
autumn–winter. Josep Font. David Valls. Cristóbal Vidal 
questioned menswear. Flights of fancy at Nekane Le Frik. 
Konrad Mühr and manga. Lydia Delgado. Symmetry at 
Ailanto.

On the web 
Read the full story and 
reviews at www.lucire.
com/2003/fall2004/ (select 
Pasarela Gaudí)
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were applied to more flowing skirts and wraps with a feather effect. Fur 
trim on more sumptuous evening jackets rounded off the collection. 

Cristóbal Vidal Cristóbal Vidal questioned masculine dress and 
whether men can wear skirts. Vidal studied seventeenth-century 
absolutism and eighteenth-century asceticism for this season—which 
translates to regal, athletic styles. Not only was it a return to skirts for 
men, but lace, too. However, for those who might not branch into Scots 
regalia as Vidal showed, there was a pinstriped, double-breasted suit 
which again focused on angles and sharp lines. His women’s designs 
were, curiously, simple, against the backdrop of aristocracy and religion.

Nekane Le Frik Nekane Le Frik’s flights of fancy took audiences into 
a fantasy world with peacock feathers, a parody of a flamenco skirt, 
padded coats and a Barbie princess walking a dog. This bridged cos-
tume with fashion, the colours purposely garish on the premise that it’s 
the madness that holds the fabric of life together.

Konrad Mühr Classicism was replaced with manga comics and 
Japanese films with a collection of pseudo-oriental clothing that he 
christens ‘Angawa Saki’. Like the comic artist’s pen, the lines here are 
straight and angular, though this is more a Mühr trademark than one 
specifically inspired by manga.

Maria Gambina The sportswear influence on Maria Gambina—one 
of the three higher-profile Portuguese imports at the show—was fairly 
strong, with an Olympic-inspired collection. The emphasis is more on 
sport than the Olympics, with patches mimicking medals reading ‘Old 
Winners’. The circular theme denoted not only medals, but records, too, 
while the stripes conveyed a sense of old record shops.

Miguel Vieira Portuguese designer Miguel Vieira celebrated twen-
tieth-century fashion icons from the worlds of cinema, music, theatre 
and the arts in general. However, he didn’t make this so obvious that 
we were looking at replicas of Catherine Deneuve or Audrey Hepburn. 
Instead, the icons served as starting-points in a collection that was in 
fact about ‘the art of dressing well’. This was, put simply, an elegant 
collection in black and white, for both men and women. The dresses 

weren’t about the red carpet: 
they were about making the 
wearer feel special, which 
they accomplished no end.

Mireya Ruiz 
Mireya Ruiz focused 
on the spirit of women in her 
latest collection, moving 
away from the urban London glam rock scene to mediæval Europe. 
Her theory is that the strongest female figures in history show the way 
forward for twenty-first-century women, showing a collection that was 
regal and powerful.

Anke Schlöder Anke Schlöder took audiences into the forest with 
her autumn–winter 2004–5 collection. With woollen bird caps for her 
models, her designs were reminiscent of woodland creatures. Her 
‘Forest Indians’, as her collection was called, did have a slightly native 
American feel, in terms of natural colours and allusions to the wildflow-
ers in abundant, pre-colonial forests. 

Por Fin One of Barcelona’s most fun collections, Por Fin’s characters 
seemed cartoon-like. Alejandro Sáez de la Torre showed one of the 
most varied collections. However, it was hard to see, stylistically, what 
tied all the garments together. Golf-ball hats, hand-painted skirts, feath-
ered head-gear, badges, mouse-ears and moustache-pullers all tried to 
claim attention by way of the models’ self-parody. 

Jota Mas Ge Here, it was a return to the 1970s, blending Halston 
glamour with the sexual liberation of the trouser. But it wasn’t safari suits 
and black smokings here: Jota Mas Ge showed brightly coloured suits 
in hot pink. Appliqué flowers and red trim were design features. It was 
about making the jacket suit look beautiful.
 Meanwhile, the dresses were equally ’70s-glamorous, including a 
tight silver dress—the label cited the faux-space-age world of the 1971 
movie Diamonds Are Forever as an inspiration—and a looser hand-
painted silk dress in green and black. Butterfly and floral designs ap-
peared on the garments.

clockwise from above left: 
Portuguese designer Miguel Vieira. 
Mireya Ruiz. Por Fin’s cartoon-like 
collection. Mireia Bisbe updates the 
1920s. Innovation with knits at Caridad 
Frutos. Cate Blanchett’s favourite, Pepe 
Arellano. Breakfast at Toypes. Mercedes 
de Miguel. Anke Shlöder’s ‘forest 
Indians’.

continued on p. 102
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ovin’ on up—way, way up, ahead of Toronto or 
even New York.
     February 1 to 4, 2004 was ‘Montréal Synergy 
Week’, replacing the former Montréal Fashion Week 
and accommodating Expomode, an industry trade 
show held at the monolithic Olympic Stadium.

Outerwear & outerwear The Week opened on a gala note at 
Marché Bonsecours ballroom, a cobblestone’s throw from the Old Port 
main venue. Freed & Freed took advantage of the opportunity to 
show off the four major labels to which it holds the Canadian licences. 
However, the show clocked in at almost two hours of outerwear, 
outerwear, outerwear—making it way, way overtime for even the most 
diehard fashion fan. But they did get the chance to show off the couture-
ish Guy Laroche, street-smart Sky and Pacific Trail’s more serviceable 
outerwear. And, of course, London Fog. 
 It’s a world trend that’s getting old: established design houses recruit 
hip young designers to rejuvenate their lines. Two of Montréal’s finest 
young Turks have signed such deals. The Freed & Freed show saw the 
début collection by Douglas Mandel of the edgy, Old Montréal-based 
Kamkyl menswear label. As well, the event saw the launch of the Lon-
don Fog ladies’ sportswear collection by Québec stylist-turned-designer 
Julie Blair. 
 Andy Thé Anh, the final show on the roster, has signed on with Mon-
dor hosiery company, which also produces dance, ice-skating and yoga 
wear. He provided an avant-goût of what’s to come, ending his show 
with a parade of models in pantyhose of his design. Featured were a 
good dozen fashion colours from hot pink and chartreuse to shades of 
blue and grey, all aglitter with crystals from the ankle up. 
 As for what preceded, Thé Anh’s show blazed new trails, if only for 

The new kids rule the block
Montréal’s newcomers have thrown out the rule book, but some 
of its greatest names were still absent from Fashion Week, writes 
Susan Kelly photographed by Jimmy Hamelin

M
originality of concept. ‘“Cholo Chic” was inspired by cholo culture, which 
originated in East Los Angeles’ mean streets among alienated Hispan-
ics,’ the designer says. Cholo is now infiltrating pop culture and, Thé Anh 
is betting, fashion as well. Flamenco flounces against hip-hop-gangstah 
influences against a quasi-military leather vest? Perhaps not all looks are 
for everyone. But there were also some quite wearable items, with his 
signature pinstripe suiting and sharp-styled shirts given extra Latin edge. 
And more than one long red dress that could bring out the siren in just 
about anyone.

Ovation The constantly surprising, consistently outstanding Denis 
Gagnon gave us yet another collection that garnered a standing ova-
tion. It marked a dramatic departure from spring’s lightness and white-
ness, shirring and shredding. Prevailing colours are black and midnight 
navy, highlighted by flashes of luminous yellow or pale blue. Figure-hug-
ging silhouettes are accented by zippered pockets, panels and side 
vents. There were several sci-fi military looks for men, with an especially 
wonderful and deft interpretation of the trenchcoat. Imaginative touches 
abounded, such as a jacket that looks standard from the front, with a 
bustle-like pouch at the back with zipper pocket.
 ‘New Geometry’ was the theme of Nadya Toto’s show, a calculated 
mix of grey, winter white and black in a variety of shapes. She seemed 
to have the most fun with tweed, gaily mixing textures such as a hound-
stooth alongside a Prince of Wales plaid. For evening, a very full and 
asymmetrical plaid skirt with skin-hugging top was outstanding. Toto 
showed bright and funky leggings under dresses and tunics, plus her 
latest accessory for fall, a tiny tulle mini-skirt to wear over leggings or 
pants, and a striking ombre-knit flouncy shawl.
 And, of course, the de rigueur designer début. This time around we 
met Tyler Longshaw, who has spent a scant one-and-a-half years 

Susan Kelly is Montréal editor of Lucire.

far left: Colourful leggings at Freed & Freed. left 
and above left: A standing ovation for Denis 
Gagnon. above right: New talent Tyler Longshaw with 
inspiration from the street. right: Nadya Toto with a full 
plaid skirt.
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at the drawing board, recruited from Toronto. ‘Everyone was so 
helpful,’ he says. ‘Because so much of Montréal’s fashion scene 
is young and street-oriented, it was a good fit.’ With a modernist 
mediæval feel, Longshaw takes his historical references from Bar-
celona, London, Paris and Milano. He combined the romance from 
the age of chivalry with decidedly modern athletic and streetwear 
shapes. I especially liked the black cropped long-sleeved top that 
appeared totally seamless with a black and red leather armour-
inspired vest with corset detailing, all set atop an unchaste black 
micro-skirt, also with lacing and extended front panels.

Mainstreaming Day Three’s cimm show marked a departure. 
It was a major showcase of the Chabanel Street crowd of more 
mainstream producers and licensees of fashion parallel to the big 
display at the big ‘O’ (Olympic Stadium). Tightly choreographed by 
Hans Koechling of The Image Is, Part One of the show focused on jeans 
and sports wear. Skotts2-S² junior contemporary brought out the 
funk, as did Schott N.Y.C. by Gary Skolnick, a fave of hip-hop artists 
and Madonna, along with BGN & Co., Ginger and Chip & Pepper. 
After a short cocktail break, Part Two was devoted to ready-to-wear, 
with Hilary Radley’s strong showing of brightly coloured coats receiv-
ing a round of applause from the opening strut. Also on the bill: Knit 
Me, Rouzanna, Powerline Frank Lyman Designs. And a very 
pleasurable surprise was rediscovering Giovanni D’Amico. Formerly 
more a presence in fur design, this collection showed strong couture 
approach to impeccably cut silk shantung, lace and charmeuse suits, 
dresses and coats.
 Michelle Secours of Frëtt Design showed her signature knits 
edged with fur. Colours were more flamboyant, with larger ’80s-inspired 
silhouettes. wonderful bomber-style jackets made of Orylag, a new 
breed of rabbit, with knit collars and cuffs. There was also a début col-
lection of coats by Ferty, Mila Design. There was plenty of Slavic 
flamboyance in long sweeping hems and loads of embellishment using 
fur or embroidery, and sometimes crystals.

Double teams Eve Gravel and Falbala teamed up 
for the second Week. Sisters Sophie and Mélanie Veil-
leux for the latter made tasteful yet edgy suits and coat 
dresses. A houndstooth wool one anchored the season, 
with touches of dusty rose and pale lemon. They showed 
a young career woman can have a little of the lady-who-
lunches in her, with flirty, neo-retro touches. Gravel takes 
the younger fashionista out clubbing, with lots of stretchy 
silhouettes and reconstructed ’80s themes. For fall, there’s 
velvet and wool played against the Lycra, and some chiffon.
     The other double-header featured G.I.L.O.T., an acro-
nym for God Is Leading Outrageous Talents, a reference 
to the sense of calling a young designer ‘must-have’. There 
were stretchy tops; slits to expose skin over jeans with 
details such as four belt-like bands on the pant leg. Maila-

gogo is a French-born, mother–daughter team of Françoise Bruand and 
Carine Cahtelais’s fun approach to the art of knitwear. Tops have comfy 
shawl-collars or boat-necks, flared sleeves, and are coordinated with 
knit pants or skirts in a finer weave, all lined with stretch satin. Colour 
stories are black and white, red, camel and chocolate.
 A closing party hosted by model agency Prince & Rebel featured a 
small show staged by Serge Jean Laviolette. And that was a wrap.
 Conspicuously absent (again) were most of Montréal’s big names. 
Even Yves-Jean Lacasse of Envers, who has showed at every fashion 
week, opted to host a press luncheon at his new Westmount boutique 
and showed a few samples at the closing party. Luc Laroche, mfw past 
president, was also a no-show, too, busy in New York working on his big 
us début.
 Eyal Cohen, head of 555 Chabanel Street and president of the Com-
ité de promotion de mode de Montréal, remains optimistic. ‘You have 
to start somewhere. There were at least 100 designers on display at 
Expomode that wouldn’t have the chance to showcase themselves 
otherwise. The synergy that exists in the Montréal industry is wonderful. 
We just have to build on it.’ •

above: Nadya Toto. centre group, clock-
wise from above right: Junior contemporary 
from Skotts2-S². Hip-hop favourite Schott 
N.Y.C. Brightly coloured coat from Hilary Radley. 
Knitwear from Mailagogo. Frëtt Design mixes 
fur, in this case Orylag, a new breed of rabbit, 
with knitted bases. group at far right, 
clockwise from far right: Falbala, where 
the career woman can be flirty. Belt effects on 
the leg from Nadia Gilot for G.I.L.O.T. Eve Gravel: 
going clubbing.

On the web 
More images at www.
lucire.com/2003/fall2004/ 
(select Semaine de Mode 
de Montréal)
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Lisboa: contrasts

hile fashion adrenalin ran wild backstage 
with last-minute preparations, international press 
waited long hours, pushing and shoving to de-
fend their treasured territory along the catwalk.
 Moda Lisboa is no exception to this fashion 
chaos. From March 25 to 28, Lisboa let some of 
its best designers loose on the catwalk, giving 

the world a glimpse of what to expect from the Portuguese for autumn–
winter 2004–5. 
 Trend-wise, one should aspire to a variety, from chic sportswear to 
ripped and stretched textiles, and layers under long faux fur coats.
 Designers used colour abundantly, contrasting the cold and rainy 
weather. Black and anthracite are also big players but they seem to be 
less of a must. 
 Last but not least: miniskirts and short dresses! Who ever thought 
these items could extend more than a year as a fashion “must-wear”?
 We saw fewer designers knowing how to differentiate winter from 
summer. Here, people are prepared to wear whatever, whenever!

Anabela Baldaque Inspired by fairy tales, Anabela Baldaque cre-
ated the perfect scenario for characters such as Snow White and Sleep-
ing Beauty, representing Fantasia in an untraditional way. Being a very 
feminine line, rounded shapes, inverted pleats, fringes, deconstructed 
cuts and chunky buttons feature in the collection. 
 Pure wool, fine wool felt, polyester, silk and waxed copper are dyed 
with colours such as red, black, orange, Lincoln green, dusky pink and 
China white.

Maria Gambina Having “old winners” as the anthem for her col-

lection, Olympic 
trophies rose from 
the catwalk. This 
collection was 
conceived around 
the notion that we 
all have past glories 
that are celebrated 
today.
 Gambina’s line 
is composed of 
elasticized fabrics, 
ribbons, jersey 
knitwear, man-made 
fabrics, heavy cot-
ton fibres and velvets. Details include ribbons, 
personalized buckles and jewellery, patterned 
macro T-shirts and V-neck pullovers. 

Fátima Lopes One of the best-known Portuguese designers pre-
sented a surrealistic collection. Fashion is taken to the limit by unreal and 
irrational beauty represented by lace dresses, embroidered with sequins 
with black pearl finishing, graphic and symmetrical lines, and contrasts 
of loose–tight and long–short.
 Fabrics such as fur, mink, hand-painted silk, muslin, metallic Swarov-
ski crystal jerseys, pure wool and textured denim were constants on the 
catwalk as details spoke for themselves. Pointed ankle boots with fur 
buckles, fur bags with metallic straps and glasses all carried Lopes’s 
touch.

far left: Anabela Baldaque 
sought inspiration from 
Fantasia. above left: 
Olympic winners and past 
glories from Maria Gambina. 
left: Ana Salazar examined 
the issue of genders. above, 
above right and right: 
Fátima Lopes with one of the 
sexier collections. below: 
Louis de Gama.

Tiago E. Santo attends Lucire’s first Moda Lisboa where the overall 
trend was that there was no overall trend 
photographed by Rui Vasco
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Ana Salazar What better to demonstrate opposites than man 
and woman? Seduced by the idea, Ana Salazar made this her theme 
for her autumn–winter collection. Fabrics such as satins, silk knit-
wear, striped quilted fabrics or crocheted fabrics help to define the 
difference between what is considered to be a woman’s lifestyle and 
what is expected of a man’s personality.

Jose Antonio Tenente Can a whole collection result from a 
simple conversation between friends? Apparently so. As Tenente 
walked through an antiques’ fair with other party-goers, Tenente felt 
inspired to use aristocratic opulence and luxury in a decadent, non-
royal type of way.
 In this sense, black, gold, camel, moss, acid green and fuchsia 
are constants in this collection, whether in accessories or in fabrics 
such as cotton, wool, alpacas or velvets.

Luis Buchinho While others offered a more daring perspective, 
Buchinho chose to surrender to his “safer” side. His inspiration grew 
from concepts such as familiarity, comfort and protection.
 Buchinho conceived a line that includes leg-of-mutton sleeves, 
full-length coats made from heavyweight wool along with geometri-
cally shaped pieces that are made from leather and furs.
 To give it the final touch, Buchinho applied a wide range of greys 
(from vole to lead), complemented by white, salmon, pink, brown 
and, obviously, black.
 Do not miss out on this designer’s footwear, leather purses and 
handbags, l’œil motif socks and tights.

 Prepare yourself for a mixture of tuxedos (Marlene Dietrich-style) 
along with laser-cut long gowns where waist and hips are ever defined. 
Fabrics such as silk, satin, pure wool, macramé and cotton were present 
not only on the clothes but on accessories such as scarves, stoles, 
handbags and hats (in homage to Sinatra).

Dino Alves Dino Alves presented men’s and women’s collections that 
combined new styles varying from ‘rock ’n’ roll confused child” to “Dolly 
Miss 60”.
 Using dyed textiles, see-through garments and fur, his creation can-
not be described as a continuous look, but a multicoloured fantasy that 
makes you wonder if any scheme is acceptable. Dino 

top far left and top 
row: Jose Antonio Tenente, 
mixing antique inspiration with 
decadence. left, above 
left and above right: Luis 
Buchinho playing it safe with 
volumes and layers. far left: 
A favourite for the author: Pedro 
Mourão.

first row, below: Movie-star inspiration from Miguel 
Vieira. second row: Dollies and rock ’n’ roll from Dino 
Alves. bottom row: Alves has not left the building: one of 
Portugal’s best, Alves Gonçalves.

continued on p. 102

On the web 
Read the full story at 
www.lucire.com/2003/
fall2004/ (select Moda 
Lisboa)

Miguel Vieira What better themes for a col-
lection than fashion icons? Twentieth-century 
celebrities are portrayed by Miguel’s clothes 
where irreverence, sensuality, charm and poise 
are constants.
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Film, noir

record prints, while her conservational messages of ‘Don’t Shoot’ and 
silhouettes of Bambi targeted by a gun sight captured the mood suc-
cessfully. The larger, looser silhouette spoke of comfort as did the hoods 
and unsuspended suspender belts. Robertson evolved brilliantly the 
deconstruction of seasons past into a design style that could be labelled 
(complimentarily) as noir.
 We took Philippa Beaton’s theme to heart in the next collection. 
Based around Alfred Hitchcock’s The Birds, Beaton did not set out to 
re-create Tipi Hedren’s wardrobe. Instead this self-confessed ‘movie buff’ 
chose to ‘re-create the uneasy tension of the quietness of the birds’ in 
the film. The crows manifested themselves in glossy black, while a grey 
woollen suit was the closest literal reinterpretation of the Edith Head cos-
tumes. Other Birds ideas emerged, for instance, a solitary pink feather 
detail on one top, and winged sleeves on another. Her final red asymmet-
ric top was characterized by buttons all the way down the sleeves—hid-
den buttons, according to Beaton, is a hallmark of her creations.
 Cheryl Burtenshaw’s label, the intercapitalized BurtenShaw, 
showed an autumn–winter based around felting, focusing on details. 
Her colours—a black base with blues, purples and greens—reflected 
paua, a theme that continued with the use of actual paua shells as orna-
ments, either as brooches or tied around the waist.
 Mild Red stayed true to its trademark of uneven necklines and 
hemlines, idiosyncratic tucks and darting and the mixed media of wools 
and wovens. This time, the inspiration came from film and cinema, with 
such appropriately named garments as ‘Drama Queen’, ‘Popcorn Tax 
Hoodie’, ‘Final Cut Skirt’ and what may have had some connection with 
the author, ‘Jack’s Back’. The first red coat mixed Tulloch’s eye for form 
and deconstructed back and left sleeve. Lettering, such as ‘3, 2, 1’ and 
‘Admit One’, played on the movie theme, while we noticed bumps on the 
sleeves that hinted at film reels. The final dress had film-strip motifs at 
the bust and literally in strips down the garment.
 Our highlight was a green wrap top that appeared to have been worn 
inside-out, with an outside grey pocket: Tulloch ingeniously mixed an-
gles (the way the wrap went around its wearer) with curves (the overall 
silhouette) with this single pocket obscuring the navel.

The students Kalya Sowden, first of the three student designers 
to show, had always sewn. Her collection is ‘girly but there are hard 

lines,’ according to Sowden, while the forms tend to be ‘random’. She 
showed well finished (not just overlocked, but bound) knickerbockers in 
black, a pink singlet with covered buttons and suspender clips, and a 
white singlet with a column of buttons down the left.
 Like Sowden, Joan Leach was self-taught. Her collection was 
based around natural fibres and had spent considerable time research-
ing it. It showed. Leach’s white skirt gave the impression of fallen 
oversized feathers. A black belt worn above the bust had the addition of 
a jewelled strand. Leach did not go overboard, but kept every item taste-
ful, preferring to impress us with harmonious design and a sense that 
extravagance was “bubbling under”.
 Katie King’s Dogtown and Zboyz skater style was mixed with ’70s 
Rolling Stones. She openly appropriated past references, including 
television show MacGyver, its name intentionally misspelt to avoid legal 
problems. King’s postmodern humour, shown by the lettering on the 
garments, came through with ‘Get high, climb a tree’. We did enjoy 
King’s pink bodysuit, its white zips a nice offset; her glam ’70s-inspired 
gold top with brown trim; and her floral prints on the pockets of her 
brown shorts. The print was repeated on the two men’s items, including 
the use of pink on a tie and suspender belts.

T
his year’s id Dunedin Fashion Weekend was the biggest 

yet. There were public events all week before the id catwalk 
showing of autumn–winter 2004 outfits on the Saturday.
 First up was Nom D and while Lucire has seen the collection 
twice (Auckland, New York), each time is a renewed pleasure. 
Robertson’s tribute to the mods of the ’60s was successful, 
with her black-and-white striped tops and leggings and 45 rpm 

Jack Yan reports from the world’s southernmost 
autumn–winter collection held at the Dunedin 
Railway Station, the id Dunedin Fashion Show 
photographed by Karl Priston

Cinematic While there 
were dashes of pink, red and 
powder blue, we mostly saw 
monochromatic blacks, greys 
and whites across the board. But 
inspirations were varied, from 
cinema at Mild Red (above) and 
Philippa Beaton (right) to mods at 
Nom D, string at Fieke and winter 
at Aduki

Layers Dunedinites love to think when it 
comes to fashion. And they like a visual delight. 
Layers did the trick at Fieke and beautifully as 
usual at Mild Red. Carlson’s colour palette, in a 
tribute to Dunedin, ensured its garments stood 
out

Nom D

Fieke

Philippa Beaton

Juliet Fay

Fieke Mild Red Carlson
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Like a string on a puppet One of Dunedin’s most “thinking” 
designers, Fieke Neuman, fielded her ‘String Theory’ collection for her 
Fieke label. The humble string was used in different ways throughout, 
either literally or as a print, on what Neuman called ‘amusing daywear’ 
featuring macramé, screen-printed wool and canvas, fur and duffle. Her 
off-the-shoulder asymmetric white top was elegant although colour-
wise, Neuman opted more for blacks, greys and greens.
 Akimbo, by Shelley Tiplady, appealed to existing customers by 
adapting prints from her earlier spring–summer line. Her ready-to-wear 
line was structured and classical, while her première menswear range, 
to be sold exclusively at her boutique, Belle Bird, emphasized quality. 
However, it was her eveningwear that caught our eye the most. While 
designed for the party girl, this section displayed a softer side to Akimbo, 
with effective use of lace and a stand-out powder blue outfit with flower 

details at the base of the V at its front.
 It was a pleasure to see the progress of designer Charmaine Reve-
ley since our original interview in 2003. Her autumn–winter ‘Settler’ 
collection celebrates New Zealand history, with buttons one of her main 
design features. Her button-off coat and merino high-neck jumper had 
considerable quality when we checked these out at close range at the 
Incubator’s premises. We enjoyed her use of lace on a pair of black 
pants—the lace, cleverly, is held on by buttons and is removable. There 
is a matching jacket with lace trim (that is not removable), grey sailor 
pants and heavy skirts; her shorts featured contrasting pockets. Her 
colour palette extended to a deep, rich berry (a retro touch), contrasted 
with a powder blue that represented the sea. 
 Toni Darling’s collection, entitled ‘Love’s Return’, was inspired by 
‘prewar confidence’ and elegance.

 The inspiration was that of women who took over traditional men’s 
roles as they were empowered during the between-the-wars period.
 The ribbons on many of Darling’s outfits painted a patriotic mood. 
Union Jacks appeared on some, which have a connection with older 
New Zealanders. Royal Warrant brooches and medals plus regal colours 
pointed to the same.
 Juliet Fay is one of the most enthusiastic designers we know. Her 
Aduki ‘Shiver’ collection was about ‘escaping to the reality of winter,’ 
and ‘the excitement of winter,’ she told Lucire. An artwork by Lucinda 
Webb served as her initial inspiration.
 We saw an external pink graffiti print continue into the lining of a jacket 
(which, incidentally, worked with a hood and jeans to make a suit). Lo-
cal jeweller Ang Jewiss created Fay’s “cloud” earrings and the theme 
extended to vests and jeans with outlined cloud images. An Aduki cloud 

dress literally had a silver lining, playing on the words.
 Fay saved most of her excitement for her sleeve scarf. 
She often saw people who tied a top around their waist. 
She liked the look but not the idea of having the bulk 
behind the wearer. The sleeve scarf is just the front. It 
could be used tied around the waist, as a scarf, or even 
as muffs.

 Previewed a week before id at Lucire, Tanya Carlson’s ‘Wallflower’ 
collection was an ode to Dunedin, as we reported in March. Her colour 
palette consists of ocean, shell, sea foam, oil and rain through to caper, 
tamarillo, flame, kelp, lemongrass, pearl and ember’; what she showed 
were brooding, moodier garments than all-out glam. Her scarves, tops 
(an embroidered green lace one was a favourite for us) and coats (espe-
cially an orange number) were to die for. Autumnal leaves appeared on 
one skirt; lace trim on one top. You could tell a Carlson garment at 40 
paces because of the creative use of colour and design—and given the 
quality of the work, that is a good thing.
 The after-party was enjoyable as we met up with the team who would 
help us with our exclusive shoot. If it were not for our early start the fol-
lowing morning, we would have been quite happy to stay with some of 
the most sincere of all Kiwis in this southern metropolis all morning. •

Knots, ties 
and muffs From 
tying around the waist 
at Nom D to the use of 
strings and ribbons at 
other designers—not to 
mention Aduki’s sleeve–
scarf (far right), plenty of 
Dunedin designers got 
tied up

You could tell a Carlson garment at 40 paces 
because of the creative use of colour and design—

given the quality of the work, that is a good thing

Nom D

Fieke

Fieke

Akimbo

Juliet Fay

Primary colours Repeated buttons were also in evidence at Philippa Beaton 
(top left) and Toni Darling (above, second from left). Splashes of powder blue, pink and red 
appeared but not so much to signal themselves as the main colours of autumn–winter in this 
hemisphere

Philippa Beaton

Carlson

Philippa Beaton

Charmaine 
Reveley

Toni Darling

Juliet Fay

Charmaine 
Reveley

Jack Yan is founding publisher of Lucire. His travel was arranged by the ID Dunedin Fashion Committee with assistance from Tourism Dunedin and the Dunedin City Council.

On the web 
Read the full story at 
www.lucire.com/2003/
fall2004/ (select id Dun-
edin Fashion Show)
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 Textures included silk velvets, velveteen and 
devorés, paillettes and satins.

Mercedes de Miguel While some mens-
wear designers softened their approaches in 
the 1990s for the new-age guy, Mercedes de 
Miguel is hardening her women’s wear line. 
While there are still the flowing dresses—often 
in black and contrasted with beige—her fe-
dora-adorned models tried to impress a more 
masculine sense on the Gaudí runway. There 
were skirts that showed brash lettering; a vest 
showed painted hot pink concentric circles; 
skirts and blouses were made in a light gauze.

Cortana Cortana’s designs were inspired 
by the theatre, with her face-painted models 
wearing shades of black and white. The idea 
was to force one to admire the feminine, flow-
ing clothes, which partly worked.

Mireia Bisbe Mireia Bisbe was inspired 
by the nightlife of the 1920s, when feminin-
ity got its first boost in the twentieth century. 
Rather than charleston dresses, Bisbe sent 
down some of the most glamorous gowns and 
dresses of the Pasarela Gaudí collections.

Jovenes Disenadores A section espe-
cially for young designers—some relatively 
established, such as Karina Savarese, others 
less so, such as Mar Rodriguez—showed 
more avant-garde thinking.
 Mar Rodriguez dared with lace; Maria Jesus 
Henarejos displayed a more restrained, old-
style aristocratic elegance. Karina Savarese 
took deconstruction to new heights. Higinio 
Mateu forecasts tartan and, interestingly, 
worked in thin red trim details while sticking to 
a green and red palette. 
 Emo-Esther Montoya bridged the gap 
between Spanish elegance, European street 
styles and hip-hop. Montoya, from the few 
outfits shown, blended ties, hip-hop-inspired 
lettering and linear patterns in a cross between 
cultures. Marta Fernandez’s designs showed 
natural floral forms, whether on cotton or vel-
vet, and quite happily suggested orange as her 
colour for autumn–winter. M. Angels Botello’s 
selection was more sporty: athletic ties from 
a sweatshirt and zips appeared alongside rib-
bons—though maintaining a feminine silhou-
ette with flowing skirts.
 We adored the designs of Caridad Frutos. 
This label was not afraid of playing with distinc-
tive knitting and crocheting techniques. Nuria 
Sendra showed some of the few menswear 
items, with her black cape being one of the 
more memorable. Maria Barros went from 
knits to silk brocade with a stunning orange-
and-gold gown, recalling Tibetan monasteries.

Toypes Being part of the establishment 
hasn’t dulled Toypes’s creativity. We were 
taken back to Breakfast at Tiffany’s as Toypes’s 
autumn–winter 2004–5 looks appeared: an off-
the-shoulder dress in green and black, comple-
mented by a clutch bag called Holly; a dress 
and wrap with untidy but passionate hand-
lettering; even a pair of black pants that was 
further away from Hepburn. These designs did 
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Avant-garde and loving it
continued from p. 27

once again revealed why he is one of the best 
Portuguese designers.
  
Louis de Gama From sober long coats to 
revival patterns on flowing dresses, Louis de 
Gama made an effort to present a sophisti-
cated collection that mixed a professional look 
with one of a party animal! Long-legged yellow 
boots? Yes, it’s possible to buy them, wear 
them and still look good in them—as long as 
one doesn’t get caught up in corny mixtures of 
colours.

Pedro Mourão Although not as well 
known, Pedro Mourão showed a consistent 
collection and is a must on my agenda for the 
next Moda Lisboa. He is an inspired designer 
that gave a whole new look to men’s fashion, 
varying from “bike roadster” to “vampire killing” 
theme-wise. Great fur hats, stretched fabric on 
trousers, glitter pants and my favourite, dark 
coloured riding gloves! This was a wonderful 
touch.

Alves–Gonçalves This is one of the 
greatest fashion teams in Portugal! Alves–
Gonçalves is associated with girls who aspire 
to a more sophisticated look. Its autumn–win-
ter collection emphasizes simplicity and how 
it is used to bring out the practical effects of 
clothing. Strong colour schemes and Orien-
tal patterns were printed on metallic fabric. 
Flounce dresses, skirts and tops under heavy 
raincoats make Alves–Gonçalves’ collection 
not a type but a genre for fashion lovers! •

Tiago E. Santo is Lisboa correspondent for Lucire.

not go lightly, especially a black jacket more at 
home in Grease.

Pepe Arellano Pepe Arellano’s show was 
known for the appearance of pregnant actress 
Cate Blanchett and this somewhat overshad-
owed the designs. Arellano mixed glamour 
with the practice of tagging as everything from 
bikini tops to fur coats came out with light graf-
fiti effects. If anything typified the idea of urban 
jungle, then this was it. Khaki mixed with red 
rose prints and exaggerated military camou-
flage were at direct odds with the final wed-
ding dress with its angular top half and flowing 
tulle below. •

Jack Yan is founding publisher of Lucire.

Lisboa: contrasts
continued from p. 31

who ‘don’t stop being hip’ after parenthood, 
is a masterpiece of functionality and fashion. 
Tumi supplied a weekend travel tote and Lulu 
Guinness provided its Weekend Fishnet Tote. 
Like a Russian doll, there were bags within 
the goody bags. Decorated with fur, feathers, 
flowers, fringe and Swarovski crystals, signa-
ture handbags and accessories from Lauren 
Scherr were donated by Ma Jolie, a speciality 
boutique in Brentwood, Calif. Amy Schwab 
Designs made up custom cigar-box purses 

and matching fabric-covered belt for each of the 
nominees (both sexes get them with significant 
others and family members getting the “goods”). 
Jewellery designer Carolee selected jewellery 
and watches personalized for each nominee and 
included freshwater cultured pearls, genuine 
diamond stackable charm rings, a sleek stainless 
Swiss tank watch, and more enclosed in a fabric 
jewellery box.
 Sleepyheads.com included ’40s glam 
silk and satin ‘Hollywood Star Jammies’ in ad-
dition to a sterling silver and Swarovski crystal 
bracelet that says ‘Movie Star’. A hypo-aller-
genic silk charmeuse bed throw was provided 
by Kookoon. Maker’s Mark, the legendary 
hand-crafted bourbon whisky, commemorated 
its 50th anniversary by furnishing each nominee 
with a one-of-a-kind bottle with silver seal. Bath 
& Body Works put together a gift package 
including Botanical Nutrients Wheat Germ Al-
mond Hair Treatment, Aromatherapy Energize 
Orange Ginger Pulse Point Therapy, Sensuality 
Ylang-Ylang Myrrh Sugar Scrub, It Isn’t So Shea 
Butter Foot Cream, Toe the Line Foot Scrub and 
Pure Simplicity Pumpkin Mask. Styli-Style in-
cluded a selection of Flat Pencil make-up pencils 
which provide a thick- and thin-line application. 
Weleda (www.usa.weleda.com), the holistic 
personal care company, provided its fragrant 100 
per cent natural Everon Lip Balm, Iris Moisture 
Cream and Soap, Rosemary Hair Oil, Rosemary 
Soap, Shaving Cream, Skin Food, Wild Rose 
Body Lotion and for the baby, a Baby Starter 
Kit. 
 Loons Paris provided unisex sunglasses, the 
brainchild of Eric Gautier, who turns traditional 
eyewear design on its side by putting a special 
accent on the temples. Playboy (www.playboy-
footwear.com) has created a collection of colour-
ful flip-flops with iconic bunny references that are 
fun and playful. Carushka Bodywear (www.
carushka.com) selected pieces of its signature 
bodywear for men and women. Caldrea (www.
caldrea.com), the makers of aromatherapeutic 
household cleaning solutions, gave an aromath-
erapy candle, linen spray and Chandelle (rooster) 
feather duster featuring an antique wooden spin-
dle, the better for keeping the Oscar dust-free. 
Waterpik (www.waterpik.com) delivered a full 
body shower panel, showerhead, and automatic 
flosser with whitening tips. 
 W Hotels (www.whotels.com) provided 
a gift certificate good for a weekend getaway 
at any W Hotel worldwide. Kimpton Hotels 
(www.kimptongroup.com) offered special VIP 
gift certificates for two nights in a luxury suite 
at any of the 40 nationwide Kimpton Boutique 
Hotels. Chicken Soup to Inspire the Body 
and Soul: Motivation and Inspiration for 
Living and Loving a Healthy Lifestyle 
was included in the goody bags along with other 
magazines. Mattel (www.Mattel.com) provided 
an Armani Barbie doll fashioned in stunning style 
reflecting the haute couturier’s signature look. 
Pez (www.pez.com) offered its 50th Anniversary 
Collector’s Edition Golden Glow Dispenser pack-
aged in a navy blue velvet bag embossed with a 
metallic silver Pez logo. •

Stevie Wilson is beauty editor of Lucire.

How suite it is
continued from p. 52
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If the city looks this good, 
then the fashion 
must be amazing. 

OFFICIAL MEDIA PARTNER

www.stockholmfashiondays.com
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